SK channel subtypes enable parallel optimized coding of behaviorally relevant stimulus attributes: A review
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ABSTRACT
Ion channels play essential roles toward determining how neurons respond to sensory input to mediate perception and behavior. Small conductance calcium-activated potassium (SK) channels are found ubiquitously throughout the brain and have been extensively characterized both molecularly and physiologically in terms of structure and function. It is clear that SK channels are key determinants of neural excitability as they mediate important neuronal response properties such as spike frequency adaptation. However, the functional roles of the different known SK channel subtypes are not well understood. Here we review recent evidence from the electrosensory system of weakly electric fish suggesting that the function of different SK channel subtypes is to optimize the processing of independent but behaviorally relevant stimulus attributes. Indeed, natural sensory stimuli frequently consist of a fast time-varying waveform (i.e., the carrier) whose amplitude (i.e., the envelope) varies slowly and independently. We first review evidence showing how somatic SK2 channels mediate tuning and responses to carrier waveforms. We then review evidence showing how dendritic SK1 channels instead determine tuning and optimize responses to envelope waveforms based on their statistics as found in the organism’s natural environment in an independent fashion. The high degree of functional homology between SK channels in electric fish and their mammalian orthologs, as well as the many important parallels between the electrosensory system and the mammalian visual, auditory, and vestibular systems, suggest that these functional roles are conserved across systems and species.
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Introduction
Understanding the set of transformations by which sensory input gives rise to perception and behavior (i.e., the neural code) remains an important problem in neuroscience. Growing evidence shows that the responses of sensory neurons to stimulation are in part due to the presence or absence of specific ion channels on their membrane surface. One such family of ion channels are small conductance calcium-activated potassium (SK) channels. Indeed, SK channels are key determinants of cellular excitability and thus of responses to sensory input.1 Such channels are found ubiquitously throughout the CNS and mediate a variety of functions in health and disease.2-7 Interestingly, there are 3 SK subtypes (SK1, SK2, and SK3) that are differentially distributed throughout the CNS.8 While much is known about the structure, pharmacology, trafficking, and modulation of SK channels,2,7,9,10 much less is known about the functional roles of the different subtypes or the importance of somatic vs. dendritic SK channel expression.

Here we review recent evidence from the electrosensory system of weakly electric fish showing distinct functional roles for SK1 and SK2 channel subtypes that are expressed in dendrites and somata, respectively, in optimizing coding of independent behaviorally relevant stimulus attributes in parallel within the same neural population. The paper is organized as follows: we first review key background material on SK channels, natural stimulus statistics, optimized coding of natural stimuli, and weakly electric fish. We then review recent evidence showing how SK1 and SK2 channels each regulate excitability and tuning to different but behaviorally-relevant electrosensory stimulus attributes in an independent fashion. We conclude by highlighting important parallels between the electrosensory and other systems toward emphasizing the general
applicability of the reviewed results as well as pointing out interesting future avenues of research.

**Background**

**SK channels and cellular excitability: Role in spike-frequency adaptation and tuning**

Here we briefly mention some key properties of SK channels on cellular excitability as these have already been extensively reviewed in the past. SK channels (Fig. 1A) share common structural similarities with other members in the potassium channel family in that they have 6 transmembrane domains as well as a pore region found in traditional voltage-gated potassium channels between S5 and S6. Due to the lack of a functioning voltage sensor, SK channels are not voltage-gated but are instead activated by increases in the intracellular calcium concentration. SK channels are hence named for their high calcium sensitivity as well as their small conductance of approximately 10–14 pS. The binding of small concentrations of calcium onto calmodulin leads to an important conformational change of the SK channel, causing activation of an outward potassium current.

SK channels regulate cellular excitability by controlling the afterhyperpolarization (AHP) following action potential firing (Fig. 1B). The AHP influences how fast the neuron recovers before it can fire the next action potential, and in turn affects how often a neuron can fire given a particular stimulus. For example, a step stimulus can cause rapid firing following its onset, and as the influence of calcium from various sources become activated over time, the rate of firing decreases over time (Fig. 1C), this is known as spike frequency adaptation. In addition, it is well known that SK channels can be manipulated pharmacologically by either blocking their activation with an antagonist such as the bee venom apamin or UCL-1684, or enhancing their activation properties with an agonist such as 1-EBIO. These pharmacological manipulations of SK channels with antagonists and agonists give rise to strong reduction and enhancement in the AHP, respectively (Fig. 1D). These changes in AHP in turn affect both the degree and timecourse of spike-frequency adaptation. There is general agreement that spike frequency adaptation introduces a high-pass filter to the neuronal transfer function (i.e., the relationship between neural response and stimulus as a function of frequency), thereby attenuating or completely eliminating the transmission of low frequencies. It is important to note here that natural stimuli (described below) are much more complex than the simple step increases that are often used to elicit spike frequency adaptation.

**Natural stimulus statistics**

Growing evidence shows that the brain’s coding strategies are adapted to the statistics of stimuli as found in the organism’s natural environment, therefore making knowledge of these statistics paramount toward understanding the neural code. Natural stimuli have complex spatiotemporal characteristics in general. However, in many cases, their temporal variation consists of a fast waveform (i.e., the carrier or first order) whose amplitude (i.e., the envelope or second order) varies independently. Both first and second order carry behaviorally relevant information and, in general, must be processed by the brain. For example, in the auditory system, first- and second-order attributes would correspond to acoustic pressure and amplitude, respectively, and psychophysical experiments have shown that the latter are essential for proper speech perception. The statistics of natural sensory input have been studied extensively (visual; auditory; electrosensory; vestibular), both in terms of their probability of occurrence in the natural environment and in terms of their frequency content. Interestingly, it was found that natural stimuli can display scale invariance (i.e., are self-similar when looked at different temporal and spatial scales) (see for review). Such scale invariance is manifested when looking at their frequency (either spatial or temporal) content by the fact that spectral power decays as a power law as a function of increasing frequency. This implies that natural stimuli contain more power at low than at high frequencies.

**Optimized neural coding of natural stimuli**

Artificial stimuli such as sine waves and contrast gratings, or auditory noise within a given range of frequencies have been frequently used to characterize neural tuning due to their relative simplicity. However, as mentioned above, growing evidence shows that neural coding strategies take advantage of the statistical structure of natural stimuli to optimize coding and have been reviewed extensively. In particular, it has been proposed that sensory neurons
should follow the “response equalization hypothesis,” whereby neurons should have roughly the same activity in response to natural scenes irrespective of frequency (i.e., is “white”). Such coding mechanisms enhance signal-to-noise ratio and reduce redundancy in the stimulus to maximize information transmission.\textsuperscript{51,52} Since natural stimuli display spectral power that decays with increasing frequency, it is necessary for the neural sensitivity to increase to “oppose” this decay, thereby leading to a neural response whose power is independent of frequency (i.e., is “white”). In the spatial domain, the center-surround properties of receptive fields in the retina have been proposed to perform whitening of natural stimuli.\textsuperscript{53,54} Whitening in the temporal domain (i.e., “temporal whitening”) has also been observed experimentally; \textsuperscript{25-27,55} and
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\caption{Summary of SK channel structure and effect on neuronal excitability and spike frequency adaptation. (A) Schematic of an SK Channel showing its basic structure consisting of 6 transmembrane domains. (B) SK channels are activated by increases in the intracellular calcium concentration following action potential firing and give rise to an after-hyperpolarization (AHP) (shaded region). (C) Stimulus (top, green), spiking activity (middle, black), and filtered firing rate (bottom, blue). In response to a step increase in the stimulus, there is an initial increase followed by a gradual decrease in spiking activity and firing rate during the step that is known as spike frequency adaptation (SFA). (D) SK channel antagonist application reduces the AHP while SK channel agonist application instead increases the AHP.}
\end{figure}
there is much interest in understanding the underlying mechanisms.

Importantly, the statistics of natural stimuli change over time (e.g., the distribution of luminance and contrast values at a given location vary enormously during the day). It is thus necessary for coding strategies to adapt to these changes. It has been proposed that sensory adaptation (i.e., changes in a sensory neuron’s response properties following a change in a stimulus attribute) optimizes coding of natural stimuli with changing statistics.56-58 Sensory adaptation has been observed in response to changes in relatively “simple” properties of the stimulus such as its mean or variance, but also to more complex attributes such as changes in frequency content as recently reviewed.57 It is important to realize that adaptation, while beneficial for optimized coding of natural stimuli with changing statistics, also introduces ambiguity in the neural code.56,59 This is because the same neural response can be elicited by different stimuli. How the nervous system resolves the problems caused by ambiguous neural representations of stimuli due to adaptation is still an ongoing area of research.

**Weakly electric fish**

Gymnotiform wave-type weakly electric fish have become an attractive model system for studying sensory processing and perception of natural stimuli due to well-characterized neural circuits (see60-64 for review). These fish sense amplitude modulations (AMs) of their self-generated quasi-sinusoidal electric organ discharge (EOD) through peripheral electoreceptors found on their skin. Note that it is important to realize that the relevant stimulus here is the AM. Electoreceptors send afferents that trifurcate to contact sensory pyramidal neurons within 3 parallel maps of the body surface [the lateral segment (LS), centrolateral segment (CLS), and centromedial segment (CMS)] in the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL). Pyramidal cells are the sole output neurons of the ELL and project to higher brain areas, thereby mediating perception and behavioral responses (Fig. 2A, see60 for review). The pyramidal cells within each segment can be further divided into ON- and OFF-type, which can be found superficial, intermediate, and deep layers of the ELL. ELL pyramidal cells are very heterogeneous in both their morphologies and function and their responses to sensory input have been reviewed extensively elsewhere.60-62,65-67 Cells whose somata are located most superficially tend to have very elongated apical dendritic trees whereas cells whose somata are located most deeply within the pyramidal cell layer tend to have short apical dendritic trees,68,69 (Fig. 2A). In between these “superficial” and “deep” cells are “intermediate” cells. Interestingly, anatomic studies have shown that ELL pyramidal cells are organized into columns, each consisting of 6 cells (3 ON-type and 3 OFF-type superficial, intermediate, and deep cells) (Fig. 2A). It is important to note that deep pyramidal cells also display the weakest expression of receptors involved in synaptic plasticity as well as release of calcium from intracellular stores70-72 which correlates well with the physiologically observed lack of plasticity in their responses to sensory input.69

For the purposes of this review, we will only consider the natural stimuli experienced during social interactions with conspecifics. When 2 fish come within close proximity of one another (i.e., less than 1 m), interference between the EODs give rise to a sinusoidal AM (i.e., a beat) whose amplitude depends on the distance and orientation between both fish. While the frequency of the beat is given by the difference between the EOD frequencies, the amplitude of the beat varies independently as both fish move with respect to one another.73 It is important to note that beat frequency and amplitude each carry behaviorally relevant but independent information that are encoded in the animal’s brain as evidenced from appropriate behavioral responses.47,73-78 We note that weakly electric fish also emit communication calls consisting of brief changes in their EOD called chirps whose coding and perception is an ongoing area of research,19,65,79-85 that are not considered here. We will henceforth refer to the beat waveform itself as a first order attribute and to the beat amplitude (i.e., the envelope) as a second order attribute. The statistics of natural first and second order electrosensory stimulus attributes have been characterized extensively.46,47,86 In particular, natural first and second order electrosensory stimulus attributes display spectral power that decays as a power law as a
function of increasing temporal frequency,\textsuperscript{46,47} which is characteristic of scale invariance as mentioned above and is similar to what is seen in other systems.\textsuperscript{24}

**Expression patterns of SK channel subtypes in weakly electric fish and effects of neuromodulators**

The SK1, SK2, and SK3 subtypes have been cloned in the weakly electric fish species *Apteronotus leptorhynchus* and share \textasciitilde85\% sequence identity with their mammalian orthologs.\textsuperscript{18,87} In particular, only the SK1 and SK2 channel subtype were expressed in ELL (see,\textsuperscript{63,64} for review). Both in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry have revealed differential expression patterns for SK1 and SK2 channels across ELL pyramidal cells depending on segment and cell type\textsuperscript{87} (Fig. 2A, B). In particular, SK1 and SK2 channel display similar graded expression profiles across the ELL segments. Indeed, expression is greatest in LS,
intermediate in CLS, and weakest in CMS. There is moreover a graded expression pattern within each column, with expression greatest in superficial cells, intermediate in intermediate cells, and weakest in deep cells (Fig. 2A, B).

There are however differences between the expression patterns of SK1 and SK2 channels when looking at both cell type and location. Indeed, it was found that SK2 channels are only expressed in ON-type cells, whereas SK1 channels are instead expressed in both ON- and OFF-type cells (Fig. 2A). Moreover, immunohistochemistry performed using sub-type specific antibodies has revealed that SK2 channels are exclusively located near the somata of ON-type ELL pyramidal cells based on the lack of expression in dendrites as well as lack of co-localization with known dendritic markers (e.g., Map2) (Fig. 2A). In contrast, SK1 channels are expressed throughout the dendritic trees of both ON- and OFF-type cells as evidenced from co-localization with known dendritic markers (Fig. 2A). The implications of graded SK channel expression across segments and cell-type on response properties to different behaviorally relevant attributes of natural electrosensory stimuli are the focus of this review.

SK1 and SK2 channels in ELL can furthermore be altered by the neuromodulator serotonin (5-HT). Indeed, expression of 5-HT fibers is strongest in LS, intermediate in CLS, and weak if not absent in CMS which correlates well with SK channel expression. Previous studies have shown that application of 5-HT inhibits both SK1 and SK2 channels, thereby increasing cellular excitability and responses to sensory input (see for review).

**SK2 channels determine tuning and responses to first order electrosensory stimulus attributes**

In this section, we review evidence showing that differences in SK2 channel expression across segments and cell-type strongly determines both adaptation properties and frequency tuning in the ELL pyramidal cell population. As mentioned above, SK2 channel expression is different across the ELL segments and cell-type. Figure 3A summarizes the distribution of SK2 channels. For ON-type cells (Fig. 3A, left), SK2 channel expression is graded across the segments with LS cells showing the greatest expression levels and CMS cells showing the weakest. In contrast, for OFF-type cells (Fig. 3A, right), SK2 channel expression is weak and similar across segments.

The responses of ELL pyramidal cells to first order electrosensory stimulus attributes have been extensively investigated (see for review). Interestingly, ELL pyramidal cell adaptation and tuning are strikingly similar whether in response to sensory input in vivo or to current injection in vitro, indicating that frequency tuning is primarily due to intrinsic properties rather than network mechanisms. In general, adaptation in to step increases correlate well with frequency tuning measured using either sinusoidal or noisy stimuli. The adaptation properties and frequency tuning of ON and OFF-type cells across the different segments are summarized in Fig. 3B and C, respectively. In general, there is a strong relationship between known levels of SK2 channel expression in ELL pyramidal cells and their response properties. Indeed, CMS ON- and OFF-type cells both display the weakest spike frequency adaptation with the longest time constant to steps (Fig. 3B, top panel). LS ON-type cells instead display strong spike frequency adaptation with a short time constant (Fig. 3B, bottom panel) with CLS cells in between (Fig. 3B, middle panel). Interestingly, both LS and CLS OFF-type cells display adaptation properties that are similar to those displayed by their CMS counterparts (Fig. 3B). Thus, while adaptation time constant decreases for ON-type cells from CMS to LS, this is not the case for OFF-type cells (Fig. 3D, compare green and red bars).

The differential adaptation properties seen across segments and cell-type for ELL pyramidal cells are reflected in their tuning curves obtained in response to sinusoidal stimuli with varying frequencies. Indeed, OFF-type cells display similar tuning curves that are maximal at low frequencies irrespective of segment (Fig. 3C, compare red curves across panels). In contrast, ON-type cells in LS are tuned to the highest frequencies, followed by CLS ON-type cells, while CMS ON-type cells are tuned to the lowest frequencies (Fig. 3C, compare green curves across panels). Interestingly, CMS ON- and OFF-type display similar tuning curves that are maximal at low frequencies (Fig. 3C, compare green and red curves in top panel). Thus, while peak frequency increases for ON-type cells from CMS to LS, this is not the case for OFF-type cells (Fig. 3E, compare green and red bars).
Overall, these results show that there is a strong relationship between response properties as quantified from both adaptation and frequency tuning and SK2 channel expression in ELL pyramidal cells. The fact that OFF-type cells displayed similar response properties across segments despite differential levels of SK1 channel expression argues against the hypothesis that it is SK1 channels that determine response properties to 1st order attributes of electrosensory stimuli. Rather, these results support the hypothesis that it is actually SK2 channels that determine such properties.

Figure 3. (For figure legend, see next page.)
Causal evidence strongly supporting the fact that SK2 channels determine response properties comes from pharmacological manipulations. Indeed, for LS ON-type pyramidal cells, application of SK channel antagonists will reduce their adaptation level and increase their adaptation time constants (Fig. 4A). Application of SK channel antagonists will also increase tuning to low frequencies, thereby lowering the frequency at which tuning is maximal (Fig. 4B). The effects of SK channel antagonists on adaptation and tuning of OFF-type LS cells has not been tested although it is assumed that these will have no effect in vitro. This is based on the fact application of SK channel antagonists or agonists has no effect on OFF-type LS and CLS cell excitability in the first place. Interestingly, application of SK channel antagonists made the adaptation and frequency tuning of LS and CLS ON-type cells more similar to those displayed by their CMS counterparts (compare orange curves of Figs. 4A, B to curves from the top panels of Fig. 3B, C). Further evidence for the role of SK channels on determining frequency tuning comes from evidence that deep ON-type pyramidal cells display broadband tuning irrespective of segment, which correlates well with their weak SK channel expression.

In summary, there is a strong correlation between SK2 channel expression and response properties to 1\st order feature of electrosensory stimuli in ELL pyramidal cells across segments and cell-types. Indeed, tuning for ON-type cells becomes progressively more high-pass from CMS to LS, correlating well with increased SK2 channel expression. Further, OFF-type cells in all segments, which display weak SK2 channel expression, tend to display tuning properties similar to those of CMS ON-type cells, which also display weak SK2 channel expression. Finally, application of SK channel antagonists in LS ON-type cells makes their response properties more similar to those of their CMS counterparts. These results strongly suggest that it is SK2 rather than SK1 channels that primarily, if not exclusively, determine response properties and frequency tuning to first order electrosensory stimulus attributes.

We end this section by highlighting the potential advantages of graded SK2 channel expression across segments and cell types. It is thought that the high-pass tuning properties of peripheral receptors, will offset the decaying spectral power of natural first-order stimulus attributes and lead to a temporally whitened representation that is sent to ELL pyramidal cells. Thus, ON-type pyramidal cells within each segment will respond to different ranges of frequencies that are required for eliciting different behaviors. The functional roles of OFF-type pyramidal neurons in this context is not well understood. Importantly, deep pyramidal cells within each map are thought to provide a faithful representation of sensory input that is unaltered by adaptation of other filtering to higher brain centers. As further discussed below, this unaltered representation is not only necessary to enable feature selectivity by superficial and intermediate pyramidal cells but is also likely necessary to resolve the aforementioned ambiguity problem caused by adaptation.

Figure 3. (see previous page) Responses to step and sinusoidal changes in stimulus mean (i.e., 1\st order) for ON- and OFF-type ELL pyramidal cells across the segments. (A) Summary of SK2 channel expression across the 3 ELL segments and between ON-type (left) and OFF-type (right) neurons. Note the graded expression across segments for ON-type cells and the lack of expression in OFF-type cells. (B) Representative firing rate responses of pyramidal cells within each map for ON-type cells (green) and OFF-type cells (red) to step increases (blue). ON and OFF-type CMS cells (top) display similar adaptation properties both in terms of level (green and red vertical arrows, respectively) with the longest time constants (horizontal green and red arrows, respectively). Note that red and green arrows were offset with respect to one another for clarity. ON-type CLS cells (middle, green) display stronger adaptation with shorter time constants as compared with their CMS counterparts. In contrast, OFF-type CLS cells (middle, red) display adaptation properties that were similar to those of their CMS counterparts. ON-type LS cells (bottom, green) display the strongest adaptation with the shortest time constants while OFF-type LS cells (bottom, red) instead display adaptation properties that are similar to those of their CMS and CLS counterparts. (C) Representative tuning curves obtained by plotting gain (i.e., sensitivity) as a function of the sinusoidal stimulus frequency for CMS (top), CLS (middle), and LS (bottom) pyramidal cells. OFF-type pyramidal cells displayed similar tuning curves across the segments (compare red curves across panels) with a maximum at low frequencies (red vertical arrows). In contrast, tuning curves for ON-type pyramidal cells are different across the segments (compare green curves across panels). Tuning becomes progressively more bandpass from CMS to LS, as reflected by a rightward shift of the frequency at which tuning is maximal (green vertical arrows). (D) Mean adaptation time constants seen across the maps for ON-type (green) and OFF-type (red) cells. Note that adaptation time constant for decreases from CMS to LS for ON-type cells only. (E) Mean peak frequency seen across the maps for ON-type (green) and OFF-type (red) cells. Note that peak frequency increases from CMS to LS only for ON-type and not for OFF-type cells.
SK1 channels determine adaptation and tuning to second-order electrocysensory stimulus attributes

We now review the role played by SK channels in the encoding of second-order electrocysensory stimulus attributes. In this context, it is useful to consider the expression of SK1 channels across the ELL segments and across cell types. Similar to what is seen for SK2 channels, SK1 channel expression is graded across the segments with LS cells showing the most expression and CMS cells showing the least (Fig. 5A). SK1 channel expression is furthermore graded within a column with superficial cells displaying the most and deep cells the least expression. However, unlike SK2 channel expression (Fig. 3A), there is no difference in SK1 channel expression in ON- vs. OFF-type cells within a given segment (Fig. 5A, compare left and right panels).

Adaptation to second-order electrocysensory stimulus attributes is strongly correlated with SK1 channel expression

We first consider how graded expression of SK1 channels across the segments contributes to shaping adaptation to second-order stimulus attributes. Figure 5B shows a step increase in a noisy stimulus’s variance. It is important to note the difference between the stimuli shown in Fig. 3B and Fig. 5B: while the step change shown in Fig. 3B was in the stimulus mean (i.e., first-order), the step change shown in Fig. 5B is instead in the stimulus variance (i.e., second-order). A recent study has characterized adaptation to step changes in variance in both CMS and LS pyramidal neurons in vivo: it was found that ELL pyramidal neurons responded to a change in variance (step envelope) of the stimulus (Fig. 5B, top) with a rapid increase in firing rate at the stimulus onset that subsequently decayed over time. In addition, the decay was greater...
Figure 5. (For figure legend, see next page.)
in LS neurons than in CMS neurons, implying that the former display stronger adaptation than the latter (Fig. 5B, compare middle and bottom). Interestingly, ON and OFF-type pyramidal cells within a given segment always displayed similar adaptation profiles (Figs. 5B, compare red and green curves).

The experimenters then varied the duration of the step and compared the adaptation profiles (Fig. 5C). Such comparisons are useful in determining whether the timecourse of adaptation is scale-invariant or not. Indeed, while it is often assumed that the timecourse of adaptation is exponential (i.e., has a timescale), several studies have reported that the timecourse of adaptation follows a power law (i.e., has no timescale). To distinguish between an exponential timescale and a power law, it is necessary to investigate adaptation over multiple timescales, which can be achieved by varying the step duration. One can then fit both exponential and power law functions to the adaptation and then plot both the best-fit exponential time constant (Fig. 5D, left) and power law exponent (Fig. 5D, right) as a function of step duration. If the timecourse of the adaptation has a characteristic timescale, then this timescale should be independent of stimulus duration. One would then expect that the best-fit exponential time constant would be independent of stimulus duration. If, on the other hand, the timecourse of adaptation is scale-invariant, then we would expect that the timecourse of adaptation be well-fit by a power law with a given exponent that is independent of stimulus duration. It was found that adaptation to second-order electrosensory stimulus attributes by ELL pyramidal cells is scale-invariant as it was well-fit by a power law whose exponent is independent of stimulus duration (Fig. 5D).

Thus, it was found that ELL pyramidal cells display adaptation to second-order stimulus attributes. This is in contrast to peripheral receptor afferents that do not display such adaptation. It was hypothesized that the strong adaptation displayed by LS pyramidal cells gives rise to ambiguity and that the weaker adaptation displayed by CMS pyramidal cells helps the brain resolve ambiguity caused by adaptation by providing an unaltered representation of sensory input in parallel. It is very unlikely that adaptation to second-order attributes is due to SK2 channels. This is because, as mentioned above, both ON and OFF-type cells display similar adaptation properties yet only the former express SK2 channels. As further argued below, it is most likely that the strong adaptation properties of LS pyramidal cells to second-order attributes are due to larger levels of SK1 channel expression although this has not been tested directly to date.

**Tuning to second order electrosensory stimulus attributes is strongly related to SK1 channel expression**

In this section, we review the relationship between SK1 channel expression and tuning to second-order electrosensory stimulus attributes. Theoretical studies predict that stronger adaptation should give rise to reduced tuning at low frequencies, thereby increasing peak frequency. Thus, the answer to the question “does stronger adaptation give rise to enhanced tuning at high frequencies for second-order attributes?” is yes in general as described below.

To explore responses to second order attributes, both artificial sinusoidal (Fig. 6A) and naturalistic (Fig. 6B) stimuli were used. In the latter case, previous studies have shown that natural second-order electrosensory stimulus attributes are scale invariant (i.e., spectral power decays as $1/f^\alpha$, where $f$ is the temporal frequency and $\alpha = -0.8$ is the power-law exponent). The tuning curves of both ON- and OFF-type ELL pyramidal cells to second-order attributes...
Figure 6. (For figure legend, see next page.)
obtained by varying the frequency of the sinusoidal stimulus are summarized in Fig. 6C while their responses to natural stimuli are summarized in Fig. 6D. While there were important differences seen across the segments, ON- and OFF-type pyramidal cells within a given segment displayed similar tuning curves (Fig. 6C, compare green and red curves). It is seen that sensitivity is independent of frequency for CMS cells (Fig. 6C, top), which correlates well with their weak adaptation properties. In contrast, sensitivity strongly increased as a function of increasing temporal frequency for LS cells (Fig. 6C, bottom). For CLS cells, sensitivity also increased as a function of increasing temporal frequency but at a weaker rate (Fig. 6C, middle). It is important to note that the summaries plotted in Fig. 6C are plotted in log-log coordinates. Thus, the linear increase in gain as a function of increasing temporal frequency implies that gain increases as a power law but with different exponents. The fact that tuning to second order stimulus attributes is similar between ON- and OFF-type cells within a given segment strongly argues against the hypothesis that SK2 channels play a role in mediating such tuning. This is because SK2 channels are expressed in ON- but not OFF-type cells. Rather, the differences in tuning seen across the segments strongly correlate with SK1 expression levels.

The observed tuning curves to second-order electroreceptive stimulus attributes have important implications for 2 reasons: A) they imply that ELL pyramidal cells perform fractional differentiation of second-order stimulus attributes. Fractional differentiation is a mathematical operation that is thought to be advantageous for neural coding as it results in a phase lead of the response (Fig. 6E) that is independent of frequency. B) they imply that the increase in gain can effectively compensate for the observed decrease in spectral power of natural second-order stimulus attributes (Fig. 6B, right), such that the resulting neural response power is independent of frequency (Fig. 6F). As mentioned above, this is known as temporal whitening. A recent study has shown that LS pyramidal cells effectively perform temporal whitening of natural envelope stimuli. This is because the power law exponent at which gain increases (i.e., the “neural” exponent) is precisely matched to the power law exponent of natural second-order attributes (Fig. 6G). Further studies have shown that this is, however, not the case for CLS and CMS neurons. Indeed, CMS neurons, with their flat tuning curves, essentially perform little of any filtering of second-order attributes (Fig. 6D, top) as their neural exponent was near zero (Fig. 6G). While CLS pyramidal cells do perform some fractional differentiation of envelopes, their neural exponent (Fig. 6G) is not large enough to effectively compensate for the spectral power decay of natural second-order attributes, such that the resulting neural response still decays as a function of increasing temporal frequency (Fig. 6D, middle). Thus, CMS cells perform little if any temporal whitening of natural stimuli whereas LS cells perform the most (Fig. 6H). These results suggest that SK channel expression is directly linked to the level of fractional differentiation as further discussed below.

Further evidence that SK1 channel expression regulates tuning to second-order electroreceptive stimulus attributes comes from comparing the tuning curves of deep, intermediate, and superficial pyramidal cells. This is because, as mentioned above (Fig. 2), SK1 channel expression is weakest in deep cells, intermediate in intermediate cells, and strongest in superficial cells. First, similar response profiles were always

Figure 6. (see previous page) Summary of the differential tuning to sinusoidal 2nd order stimuli seen across maps and their consequences on coding of natural 2nd order stimuli in relationship to SK1 channel expression. (A) Left: example noisy waveform (light blue) whose amplitude (dark blue) is modulated sinusoidally. Right: all spectral power is found at the sinusoidal frequency. (B) Left: example amplitude waveform obtained under natural conditions. Right: spectral power of the natural stimulus decays as a power law as a function of frequency. (C) Tuning curves to 2nd order for CMS (top), CLS (middle), and CMS (bottom) obtained using sinusoidal stimulation for ON-type (green) and OFF-type (red) cells. In each case, a constant tuning (dashed black) is shown for comparison. The vertical arrows indicate how strongly gain increases as a function of increasing frequency. (D) Neural response power spectra for CMS (top), CLS (middle), and LS (bottom) under natural 2nd order stimulation for ON-type (green) and OFF-type (red) cells. In each case, a horizontal line (dashed black) is shown for comparison. The vertical arrows indicate how strongly response power decays as a function of increasing frequency. Note the similarity in responses for both ON- and OFF-type cells. E) Stimulus (blue) and neural responses of CMS (light gray), CLS (darker gray), and LS (black) neurons. The horizontal red arrows quantify the phase advance between the neural responses and stimulus. F) Schematic showing that, to optimize coding, the tuning curve (middle) must oppose stimulus statistics (left) to give rise to a neural response that is independent of frequency (right). G) Summary of the different neural tuning exponents seen across the different maps. H) Summary of the different white index quantifying response constancy as a function of frequency across the different maps.
observed for ON and OFF-type deep, intermediate, and superficial cells. Second, superficial cells within LS and CLS display the largest neural exponents (i.e., performed the most fractional differentiation) whereas deep cells instead display neural exponents that are close to zero (i.e., performed little if any fractional differentiation). Interestingly, in CMS, all cells displayed neural exponents close to zero (i.e., performed little if any fractional differentiation), similar to peripheral afferents.

Thus, the tuning curves of superficial, intermediate, and deep cells across segments also strongly correlate with SK1 channel expression.

In general, it is thought that the lack of fractional differentiation of second-order stimulus attributes by deep and CMS cells, which is most likely due to lack of SK1 channel expression, provides an unaltered and thus faithful representation of these to higher brain centers that is necessary to unambiguously decode the optimized representation sent by superficial LS cells. This hypothesis has however not been rigorously tested to date. While it is known that midbrain electrosensory neurons that receive synaptic input from ELL pyramidal cells can respond selectively to second-order electrosensory stimulus attributes, their tuning properties or their responses to natural stimulation have not been investigated to date.

Thus, both adaptation and tuning to second-order stimulus attributes display a strong correlation with SK1 but not SK2 channel expression. This is primarily because, within each segment, both ON- and OFF-type ELL pyramidal cells display similar adaptation and tuning properties. In the following, we review both theoretical and experimental results showing a causal link between SK channels and response properties to second-order stimulus attributes.

**Understanding how changes in SK channel expression alters adaptation and frequency tuning to second-order attributes**

To understand how SK channels give rise to adaptation in the temporal domain and fractional differentiation in the frequency domain, it is beneficial to use mathematical models. Indeed, multiple mathematical formalisms have been proposed to model scale invariant adaptation. One of the most commonly used formalism to model neurons is called “leaky integrate-and-fire” and has been reviewed extensively. While the leaky integrate-and-fire model by itself does not produce scale invariant adaptation, addition of an activity dependent kernel that effectively models the activation properties of SK channels following an action potential can give rise to such adaptation (Fig. 7A). The interested reader should consult the following for details. Importantly, the model assumes that the strength of the adaptation kernel is equivalent to the total maximum conductance of a population of SK channels (henceforth referred to as the total conductance). Thus, changes in the strength of the adaptation kernel could mimic either changes in the maximum conductance of individual channels or changes in channel number (i.e., changes in channel density).

In general, it is found that increasing the strength of the adaptation kernel in the model led to tuning curves that increased more steeply as a function of increasing temporal frequency (i.e., increased the neural exponent) (Fig. 7B, left). This has important consequences when considering the neural response to a natural stimulus whose spectral power decays with a given power law exponent $\alpha$. If the neural exponent is too weak, then the resulting neural response will display spectral power that decays as a function of frequency. If, instead, the neural exponent is too strong, then the resulting neural response will display spectral power that increases as a function of frequency. This implies that there is a neural exponent for which the neural response to a natural stimulus will display spectral power that is independent of frequency (i.e., is white), which will maximize information transmission (Fig. 7B). Thus, the white index must display a maximum as a function of adaptation strength (Fig. 7C).

The modeling exercise presented therefore has important implications for the role of SK channels toward determining tuning and response properties to second-order stimulus attributes. First, increasing the total SK channel conductance (e.g., by increasing the single channel maximum conductance or by increasing channel density) will lead to greater adaptation and a steeper tuning function. A recent study has shown that the different tuning profiles of ELL pyramidal cells across segments and cell types could be reproduced by simply varying the strength of the adaptation kernel in the model in accordance with known levels of SK channel expression. Importantly, the model also predicts that the total SK channel conductance strongly affects the tuning properties and...
responses of ELL pyramidal cells to second-order stimulus attributes.

**Role of SK1 channels in determining responses to second-order stimulus attributes**

So far, we have reviewed experimental evidence showing a strong correlation between SK1 channel expression and response properties to second-order stimulus attributes. We have also reviewed modeling results showing that changes in SK channel conductance can affect adaptation and frequency tuning. In this section, we review causal evidence showing experimental evidence that pharmacological manipulation of SK channels using agonists and antagonists give rise to changes in tuning properties that are consistent with modeling predictions.

Application of SK channel antagonists changes the tuning properties of LS ELL pyramidal cells as the tuning curve becomes more independent of frequency, thereby reducing fractional differentiation and the neural exponent (Fig. 8A). These changes in tuning are in excellent agreement with modeling predictions and consistent with effective reduction and increase of SK-mediated currents by antagonists and agonists, respectively (compare Fig. 8A with Fig. 7B, left panel). Further, these changes in tuning give rise to important changes in responses to natural stimuli. Indeed, SK channel antagonist application caused neural response power to decrease with increasing frequency while SK channel agonist application instead led to neural response power to increase with increasing frequency (Fig. 8B). These changes in neural responses to natural stimuli are also in excellent agreement with modeling predictions (compare Fig. 8B with Fig. 7B, right panel).

Importantly, the effects of SK channel agonist and antagonist application on tuning and responses to natural stimuli were not different when comparing ON-type and OFF-type LS ELL pyramidal cells. This strongly support the hypothesis that it is SK1 channels that largely if not exclusively determine tuning and responses to second-order electrosensory stimulus attributes.
The changes in tuning and responses brought about by application of SK channel agonists and antagonists in ELL also had important consequences on perception and behavior (Fig. 8C). Indeed, previous studies have shown that weakly electric fish display robust and easily elicited behavioral responses to second-order stimulus attributes.\textsuperscript{47,75} One such behavior is that the animal’s EOD frequency will track second-
order electroreceptive stimulus attributes in a one-to-one fashion. Interestingly, it was found that behavioral sensitivity matched the spectral power content of natural second-order electroreceptive stimulus attributes for temporal frequencies ranging over 3 orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{47} What was found was that application of SK channel agonists and antagonists that were confined to ELL gave rise to important changes in the animal’s perception of second order electroreceptive stimulus attributes as evidenced from its behavioral responses to these (Fig. 8D). Indeed, the behavioral sensitivity curve decreased less steeply after application of SK channel agonists and decreased more steeply after application of SK channel agonists, thereby creating a mismatch with natural stimulus statistics in both cases. These results are important as they show that there is a one-to-one relationship between the tuning properties of sensory neurons in ELL and the animal’s behavioral responses. These results are, to our knowledge, the first to show that SK1 channels determine neural responses to second-order electroreceptive stimulus attributes.

Importantly, these results imply that there must be a match between the total SK1 channel conductance and natural stimulus statistics to optimize coding. Any change in total conductance (e.g., due to changes in either single channel maximum conductance or changes in channel density) from this “optimal” value will lead to sub-optimal coding and, consequently, less information transmission. In the following section, we consider some possible implications of how changes in the total SK1 channel conductance could mediate adaptive optimized coding of natural stimuli with changing statistics.

\textbf{Possible role of SK1 channels in adaptive optimized coding of natural second-order electroreceptive stimulus attributes}

As mentioned above, the statistics of natural sensory stimuli change over time. As such, to remain optimized to statistics, coding strategies must adapt to these changes.\textsuperscript{56,57} While there is experimental evidence that neurons can adapt their response properties to optimally encode a new stimulus following a change in statistics,\textsuperscript{58} the underlying mechanisms are not well understood to date. Here we speculate as to how regulation in the total SK1 channel conductance in LS ELL pyramidal cells could mediate adaptive optimized coding of second-order natural electroreceptive stimulus attributes with changing statistics by regulating both the tuning function and adaptation (Fig. 9A).

Let us assume the total SK1 channel conductance is such that the pyramidal neurons’ tuning curves are set such as to temporally whiten a natural stimulus with given statistics as found experimentally (Fig. 9B, C, black curves). We will consider changes in natural stimulus statistics such that the power spectrum now decays with a different power law exponent. Specifically, we will consider 2 cases: 1) the power law exponent is lower than before (Fig. 9B, left) and 2) the power law exponent is higher than before (Fig. 9C, left). It is then clear that the existing neural tuning curve is not set such as to optimize coding of the new stimulus in both cases (Fig. 9B, C, dashed lines). However, appropriate changes in SK1 channel total conductance will lead to changes in tuning that will optimize coding of the new stimulus in both cases. In case 1), a decrease in SK1 channel total conductance will lead to a tuning curve that increases less steeply (Fig. 9B, magenta, middle), thereby optimizing coding of the new stimulus through temporal whitening (Fig. 9B, magenta, right). In case 2), an increase in SK1 channel total conductance will lead to a tuning curve that increases more steeply (Fig. 9C, purple, middle), thereby optimizing coding of the new stimulus through temporal whitening (Fig. 9C, purple, right). Such changes in SK1 channel total conductance could be achieved by changes in channel trafficking or, possibly, by activation of serotonergic input onto ELL pyramidal cells which, as discussed above, will inhibit SK channels.\textsuperscript{88,89} It is important to note that further experiments are needed to test these predictions.

\textbf{Future directions and unsolved problems}

In this paper, we have reviewed the role of SK2 and SK1 channels in the encoding of first- and second-order stimulus attributes in the electroreceptive system of weakly electric fish. Both SK1 and SK2 channel subtypes showed graded expression across segments and cell types, which determines how cells will respond to different stimulus attributes. On top of proposing a novel functional role for SK2 channels that would complement other documented functions (see\textsuperscript{2} for review), the results in the electroreceptive system are the first, to our knowledge, to propose a functional role for SK1
channels. Indeed, progress on the role of SK1 channels has been hampered by the fact that, in rodents, these cannot be expressed without heteromerization with the SK2 channel subunits, which contrasts with results obtained in humans. The lack of SK2 channel expression in OFF-type cells, together with pharmacology showing clear effects of SK channel agonists and antagonists on these cells when applied near dendrites in vivo, strongly suggest that SK1 channels form homomultimeric channels in weakly electric fish, as observed for humans. The large homology (85%) between SK channels in weakly electric fish and their orthologs in humans makes it very likely that the functional roles of SK1 and SK2 channel subtypes found in the electrosensory system will be relevant for understanding the human brain. In the following, we highlight some interesting future directions for research aimed at understanding how SK channels regulate information transmission by sensory neurons.

As mentioned above, while SK2 channels are found on the somata of ON-type pyramidal cells, SK1 channels are instead found on the dendrites of ON- and OFF-type pyramidal cells. A future area of study should investigate how SK1 channels affect dendritic integration and processing of second-order electrosensory stimulus attributes, thereby leading to optimized and, possibly, adaptive processing of these. This area of research will be particularly interesting as almost nothing is known about the location of SK channels on a neuron’s cellular membrane affects their function.

An important area of research should focus on the mechanisms by which SK channels can give rise to scale invariant adaptation, which is necessary for optimized coding of scale invariant natural stimuli. It is likely that such mechanisms will include the fact that SK channels can activate on multiple timescales. Indeed, SK channels can be rapidly activated by sources such as voltage-gated calcium channels, which follow the time course of the

---

**Figure 9.** Is SK channel regulation a key determinant of adaptive optimized coding of natural stimuli? (A) Summary showing that SK1 channels present on the apical dendritic trees of ELL pyramidal cells (left) regulate frequency tuning (middle) and adaptation (right) to 2nd order stimuli. Increasing the total SK1 channel conductance will make the neural tuning curve more high-pass (middle) by increasing the degree of adaptation (right). (B) Following a change in stimulus statistics (left), neural tuning should also progressively adapt (middle, compare black and magenta curves) such as to optimize coding of the new stimulus (right, compare dashed and solid curves). (C) Same as B but for another change in stimulus statistics.
upstroke of action potentials and the available free Ca$^{2+}$ within the vicinity.$^{116,117}$ Slower changes in SK channel activation occurs via transmitter-gated NMDA receptors and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors associated with the time course of activation of transmitter release and receptor activation.$^{118,119}$ Finally, calcium could also be released from intracellular stores at longer timescales via metabotropic-activated IP3 receptors as well as ryanodine receptors.$^{120-122}$ It is likely that these multiple timescales of activation mediate the observed scale invariant adaptation, although further studies are needed to test this hypothesis. It is also likely that other ion channels are responsible for this power-law adaptation as many previous studies have investigated extensively on the different ionic currents and their various effects on the AHP and spike-frequency adaptation.$^{123-125}$ For example, in the electroreceptive system, M-type potassium channels also give rise to an AHP and to spike frequency adaptation.$^{17}$ Further studies are needed to investigate these interesting questions in detail.
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